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Why are the FICEP XP
Angle Lines the most
Productive
Versatile
Accurate
			
and Reliable
on the Market Today?
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High performance CNC punching and shearing line for angles Model XP

History

As all towers are galvanized, reaming a hole on
site to erect a tower is a significant issue.

How did FICEP become the world’s most
dominant manufacturer of angle lines?
Traditional tower fabrication requires a lot more
then punching a single diameter hole size and
In the 60’s the largest transmission tower shearing to length. Transmission tower fabrication
fabricator in the world market approached Ficep requires generally up to three different holes size
at that time to become their single source for in anyone leg of the angle, some of which are at
automatic angle lines.
extremely tight gage lines.
At that time there were no commercially available Because of material thickness and construction
automatic angle line capable of addressing what codes some holes cannot be punched but must
was without question one of the most demanding be drilled.
angle fabrication applications.
In the transmission tower fabrication industry
prices are extremely competitive thus
performance is king. Traditionally jobs are won
or lost by relatively insignificant margins so
productivity and corresponding fabrication cost
is essential.
Accuracy is also paramount in this application,
as the towers are not assembled until they arrive
at the site, which more often than not are in
remote locations.

Drilled angles for transmission towers
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Hard stamp marking for part identification after range of angle lines to address all the applications
galvanizing is also essential. The cross member mentioned above that are typically part of this
braces are traditionally notched at each end.
application.
The exposure to this demanding application
enabled the FICEP engineering team to develop
the most comprehensive family of angle lines.
The extensive product line addresses from basic
punch and shearing applications to lines that
combine punching, drilling, notching, marking,
shearing/sawing.

Notched angles for transmission towers

Depending upon the tower design the vertical legs
overlap each other for splicing. This requires the
outer heel of the overlapping angle to be milled
to provide clearance for the splice connection.
In view of these diverse requirements this
tower fabricator was forced to engineer and
manufacture their own angle lines to address
these demanding applications as there was no
commercially available angle line available to
address this most demanding application.
In the 60’s however this transmission tower
fabricator decided to have FICEP produce a

Punching unit

Shearing unit

Experience
When you are given the most demanding
application as a design criteria essentially you
start at what some would consider the finish
line and work backwards towards more basic
challenges. What you are given are the most
demanding applications where lines are expected
to run 3 shifts per day 6 days a week.
This requires that you engineer a level of reliability
that is world class and becomes the envy of all
machine tool manufactures.
When it comes to angle fabrication applications
the FICEP engineering team has a level of field
proven experience that cannot be matched by
any other firm.
This is why FICEP angle lines have become
the world’s standard of quality, performance,
accuracy and reliability in all corners of the world.
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Why are the FICEP XP Angle Lines the Fastest
and Most Productive in the Market?

FICEP has used exclusively rack and pinion
material positioning and measuring systems
in applications that require the most repetitive
When you consider the decades of history that length accuracy in longer finished part lengths.
FICEP has in this field and the engineering talent The XP style angle lines are no exception
that has been cultivated over the years new however the material positioning speed has been
innovative product development and solutions increased to 100 meters per minute (328 FPM)
come easy.
to minimize process times even further.
Roller Style Material Clamps

Series of FICEP CNC Angle Lines

You quickly start to realize FICEP’s understanding
of the application and how to grow a system’s
efficiency even further.
Lets take a closer look at some of the new
innovative solutions that have been engineered
into the FICEP XP angel lines.
Rack and Pinion Material Positioning System

Roller hold down

Prior to any press function such as punching,
marking, notching or shearing for example the
material must be clamped in a secure position.
The XP style angle lines use roller clamps that
remain engaged from the moment the leading
end of the angle enters the presses in the line
until the trailing end of the angle approaches the
cut off device.
The utilization of this clamping technology
eliminates the time to engage and disengage
material clamps after each positioning move.
Press Cycles

Rack and pinion measuring

The hydraulic press cycles have been reduced
to the minimum by employing several different
innovative designs in the XP Series of FICEP
angle lines.
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First the hydraulic power unit features a servo
controlled drive to delivery the optimum oil flow
to the hydraulic presses a peak efficiency to
reduce the cycle time.
Second the XP Series of FICEP angle lines uses

New generation hydraulic power pack

a high-pressure system, which reduces the size
of the press cylinders.
The utilization of higher hydraulic pressure and
corresponding smaller cylinders reduces the
volume of oil required to cycle the press, which
translates into a quicker cycle time.
Each punch press is designed with a rigidly
mounted bridge style press for maximum stability.
The XP angle line features a quick-change inner

C-frame punching Tool

c-frame, which holds the punch and die in firm
alignment. The inner c-frame can be changed
when required in less than a minute.
More importantly when processing angle just this
inner c-frame is positioned to the programmed
gage line rather than have to move the entire
press. To further enhance the efficiency of the
XP line each c-frame has it own servo controlled
positioning system.
This enables for example tool #2 to be positioned
to the next required gage line while tool #1 is
punching. Thus not adding any additional time
to the process cycle as this occurs in mast time.
The XP Series of angle lines from FICEP
represent a quantum leap in productivity as the
typical process time has been reduced by up to
30%!
Just one more reason why firms around the
world select FICEP for the most demanding
angle fabrication applications!
FICEP….Always the First to Drive Innovation for
the Fabricator!

